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 Quasi-abelian Cayley Graphs and Parsons Graphs
 J UN W ANG  AND M ING -Y AO X U
 Let  G  be a finite group , and  S  a subset of  G  with 1  ¸  S  and  S 2 1  5  S .  If  S  is a union of
 conjugacy classes of  G ,  then the Cayley graph  X  5  Cay( G ,  S ) on  G  with respect to  S  is called
 quasi - abelian .  In this paper we prove that any connected quasi-abelian Cayley graph is
 hamiltonian (Theorem 2) . As a consequence , we prove that Zaks’ three conjectures on Parsons
 graphs are true , with one exception .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 Let  G  be a finite group , and  S  a subset of  G  with 1  ¸  S  and  S 2 1  5  S .  The  Cayley
 graph X  5  Cay( G ,  S ) on  G  with respect to  S  is defined by
 V  ( X  )  5  G ,
 E ( X  )  5  h ( g ,  sg )  3  g  P  G ,  s  P  S j .
 Obviously , the automorphism group , Aut  X ,  of  X  contains the right regular represen-
 tation  R ( G ) of  G ,  so  X  is vertex-transitive . If , in addition ,  S  is a union of conjugacy
 classes of  G —that is , if  s  P  S  then  x 2 1 sx  P  S  for all  x  P  G —then Aut  X  also contains
 the left multiplication transformation group  L ( G ) of  G ,  where
 L ( G )  5  h L ( x )  3  x  P  G j
 and  L ( x ) is defined by
 L ( x ) :  g  S  xg ,  ; g  P  G .
 Such Cayley graphs are called  quasi - abelian  Cayley graphs . Note that any Cayley graph
 on an abelian group is certainly quasi-abelian , since for an abelian group  G ,  R ( G )  5
 L ( G ) .  We give the following
 P ROPOSITION 1 . 1 .  Let X  5  Cay( G ,  S )  be the Cayley graph on a finite group G with
 respect to S . Then the following are equi y  alent :
 (1)  X is quasi - abelian  ;
 (2)  Aut  X  >  R ( G ) L ( G ) ;
 (3)  Aut  X  >  R ( G )  Inn( G ) , where  Inn( G )  is the subgroup of  Aut  X induced by the
 group inner automorphisms of G .
 P ROOF .  (1)  é  (2) For any ( g ,  sg )  P  E ( X  ) and any  x  P  G ,  we have ( xg ,  xsg )  5
 ( xg ,  ( xsx 2 1 ) xg ) .  Since  s  P  S , xsx 2 1  P  S ,  so ( xg ,  ( xsx 2 1 ) xg )  P  E ( X  ) .  Therefore  L ( x )  P
 Aut  X .  By the arbitrariness of  x ,  we have Aut  X  >  L ( G ) .  Then (2) holds .
 (2)  é  (1)  Assume that Aut  X  >  R ( G ) L ( G ) .  If  s  P  S ,  then (1 ,  s )  P  E ( X  ) .  For any
 x  P  G ,  since  L ( x )  P  Aut  X  and  R ( x )  P  Aut  X ,  we have (1 ,  xsx 2 1 )  P  E ( X  ) .  It follows
 that  xsx 2 1  P  S .  Then (1) holds .
 (2)  ï  (3)  This follows from the fact that  R ( G ) L ( G )  5  R ( G )  Inn( G ) .  h
 This paper was motivated by the aim of confirming the conjectures about Parsons
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 graphs posed by Zaks in [3] . Let  F q  be a finite field with  q  elements , where  q  is a prime
 power . Let  d  be an even positive integer . For  b  P  F q  ,  we define the Parsons graph
 T b ( d ,  q )  as follows :
 (1)  the vertex set  V  5  V  ( T b ( d ,  q )) is the set of all  d  3  d  matrices  A  over  F q  with
 det  A  5  1 ,  i . e .  V  5  SL ( d ,  q ) ,  the special linear group over  F q ;
 (2)  the edge set  E  5  E ( T b ( d ,  q )) is the set of all pairs ( A ,  B ) of elements in  V  ( T b ( d ,  q ))
 satisfying det( A  2  B )  5  b .
 In (3) , Joseph Zaks raised the following .
 C ONJECTURE 1 .  For all d  >  4 , or d  5  2  and q  >  3 , T b ( d ,  q )  has a  1- factor .
 C ONJECTURE 2 .  For all d  >  4 , or d  5  2  and q  >  3 , T b ( d ,  q )  is hamiltonian .
 C ONJECTURE 3 .  Every Parsons graph , except for  T 1 (2 ,  2) , is connected .
 We use  I  5  I d  to denote the  d  3  d  identity matrix over  F q .  By the definition of
 Parsons graphs ,  T b ( d ,  q ) is a Cayley graph on  G  5  SL ( d ,  q ) with respect to the subset
 S b ( d ,  q )  5  h A  P  G  3  det( A  2  I )  5  b j  of  G .  It is easy to see that  S b ( d ,  q ) is a union of
 several entire conjugacy classes of  G ,  so Parsons graphs are quasi-abelian . In the next
 section we shall prove the following two theorems , which are the main results of this
 paper , a corollary of which implies the validity of the above conjectures .
 A group  G  is called  perfect  if  G  5  G 9 ,  where  G 9 is the derived subgroup of  G .
 T HEOREM 1 .  Let G be a perfect group which is a central extension by a non - abelian
 simple group . Let X  5  Cay( G ,  S )  be a quasi - abelian Cayley graph on G , where S
 contains a non - central conjugacy class of G . Then X is connected .
 T HEOREM 2 .  Let X  5  Cay( G ,  S )  be a connected quasi - abelian Cayley graph on a
 finite group G and  u G u  .  2 . Then X is hamiltonian .
 C OROLLARY .  Conjectures  1 – 3  are true with an additional exception to Conjectures  1
 and  2 ;  namely , T 2 (2 ,  3)  is not connected , and hence not hamiltonian .
 2 .  P ROOF  OF  THE R ESULTS
 P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1 .  Let  G #  5  G  / Z ( G ) .  By assumption ,  G #   is a non-abelian simple
 group . Since  S  contains a non-central conjugacy class of  G ,  k S ,  Z ( G ) l / Z ( G ) is a
 non-trivial normal subgroup of  G #  .  Thus  k S ,  Z ( G ) l / Z ( G )  5  G #   since  G #   is simple . It
 follows that  k S ,  Z ( G ) l  5  G .  Since  G  is perfect , we have  G  5  G 9  5  k S ,  Z ( g ) l 9  <  k S l 9  <
 k S l ,  implying that  k S l  5  G .  Therefore  X ,  as a Cayley graph on  G  with respect to  S ,  is
 connected .  h
 P ROOF  OF T HEOREM 2 .  First , we claim that  G  has at least one subgroup  K  with the
 following properties :
 (1)  u K u  .  2 ;
 (2)  The induced graph [ K ] of  K  in  X  has a hamiltonian cycle ; and
 (3)  K  can be generated by at most  u K u  2  2 elements in  S .
 If  S  has an element  x  of order  . 2 , let  K  5  k x l .  If all elements in  S  are involutions , then
 S  has at least two elements , since  u G u  .  2 .  Take any two elements  u  and  y   and let
 K  5  k u ,  y  l .  Obviously , the subgroup  K  chosen above has properties (1) – (3) .
 Now assume that  H  is a subgroup of  G  having the maximum order subject to
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 properties (1) – (3) above , and assume that  u H u  5  m ,  ( x 1  5  1 ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x m  ,  x 1 ) is a
 hamiltonian cycle of [ H ] ,  and that  H  5  k T  l  with  T  Ô  S  and  u T  u  <  m  2  2 .  We shall prove
 that  H  5  G .
 If  H  ,  G , take an edge ( x i  ,  z ) with  x i  P  H  and  z  ¸  H  (such an edge exists since  X  is
 connected) . Let  t  5  zx  2 1 i   and  N  5  k H ,  t l .  We shall prove that  N  also has the properties
 (1) – (3) above ; thus we obtain a contradiction . To do this , we only need to prove that
 the induced graph [ N ] has a hamiltonian cycle .
 We use [ N  :  H ] to denote the set of left cosets of  H  in  N .  Consider the graph  G  with
 vertex set [ N  :  H ] and ( xH ,  yH ) being an edge if f there is an  x 9  P  xH  and  y 9  P  yH  such
 that either  y 9 x 9 2 1 or  x 9 y 9 2 1 is in  T  <  h t j  5  U .  If  y 9 x 9 2 1  5  u  P  U ,  we call ( x 9 ,  y 9 ) a  u -edge .
 Note that if ( x 9 ,  y 9 ) is a  u -edge for some  u  P  U ,  then ( x 9 h ,  y 9 h ) is also a  u -edge for any
 h  P  H .  This shows that there is a perfect matching between  xH  and  yH ,  all of the edges
 of which are  u -edges .
 Since  N  5  k U l ,  the graph  G  is connected and the maximum degree  D ( G  )  <  u U u  5
 u T  u  1  1  <  u H u  2  1 .  Take a spanning tree  7  of  G  .
 Since [ H ] has a hamiltonian cycle  C 0  5  ( x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x m  ,  x 1 ) and Aut  X  contains  L ( G ) ,
 it is easy to see that the induced graph [ xH ] also has a hamiltonian cycle
 C [ x H ]  5  ( x ,  xx 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  xx m  ,  x )  for wny  x  P  N .  It follows that the induced graph [ N ] has a
 subgraph  P  which is isomorphic to the cartesian product of the tree  7  and  C u H u , the
 cycle of length  u H u .  By [1] ,  P  and hence [ N ] has a Hamilton cycle . This completes the
 proof of this theorem .  h
 P ROOF  OF C OROLLARY .  Let  S b ( d ,  q )  5  h A  P  SL ( d ,  q )  3  det( A  2  I )  5  b j .  Then the Par-
 sons graph  T b ( d ,  q ) is the Cayley graph on  SL ( d ,  q ) with respect to  S b ( d ,  q ) .  In [3] it is
 proved that  S b ( d ,  q ) contains a non-diagonal matrix , and hence a nontrivial conjugacy
 class . Since  SL ( d ,  q ) is perfect (see [2 ,  §  6 . 7]) ,  by Theorem 1 , if ( d ,  q )  ?  (2 ,  2) or (2 ,  3) ,
 T b ( d ,  q )  is connected . Also in [3] it is shown that  T 0 (2 ,  2) an  T 0 (2 ,  3) are connected , but
 T 1 (2 ,  2)  is not . So we only need to consider the case ( d ,  q )  5  (2 ,  3) and  b  ?  0 .  It is easy
 to verify that
 S 1 (2 ,  3)  5 H S 2 1 0  x 2 1 D ,  S 2 1 y  0 2 1 D  U  x ,  y  P  F 3 J ,
 which generates  SL 2 (3) ,  and
 S 2 (2 ,  3)  5 H Ú S  0
 2 1
 1
 0
 D ,  Ú S 2 1
 1
 1
 1
 D ,  Ú S 1
 1
 1
 2 1
 D J ,
 which generates a subgroup of order 8 . Hence  T 1 (2 ,  3) is connected , but  T 2 (2 ,  3) is not .
 Now we have proved Conjecture 3 , but with the exception  T 2 (2 ,  3) .
 Theorem 2 implies that all connected Parsons graphs are hamiltonian , so Conjecture
 2 is true , but also with the exception  T 2 (2 ,  3) .
 As for Conjecture 1 , recall that  u SL ( d ,  q ) u  5  ( q d  2  1)( q d  2  q )  ?  ?  ?  ( q d  2  q d 2 2 ) q d 2 1 (see
 [2 ,  §  6 . 7]) is even . So all connected Parsons grahs , which are hamiltonian , have a
 1-factor . As for the disconnected graph  T 2 (2 ,  3) ,  its connected component is isomorphic
 to  K 8 minus a 1-factor , so it has a 1-factor , and so does  T 2 (2 ,  3) .  h
 To end this paper we suggest the following problems :
 P ROBLEM 1 .  Are quasi - abelian Cayley graphs on an e y  en order group  1- factorable ?
 P ROBLEM 2 .  Are quasi - abelian Cayley graphs Hamilton decomposible ?
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 P ROBLEM 3 .  Which quasi - abelian Cayley graphs on G ha y  e full automorphism groups
 equal to R ( G ) L ( G )?
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